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Nathan Halverson’s exhibit Absolute Difference at Antenna presents works of found, remixed, and 
processed audio-visual material exploring the personal and cultural associations that shape our 
perceptions of media, and the assumptions about referentiality, artificiality, and authenticity we 
impose on them. The works draw viewers into uncanny audio-visual landscapes - alien yet familiar, 
from microscopic to oceanic. A central piece, How Very Much I Have Loved You, pairs captured 
video from the British Petroleum oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico with found audio from single-
source recordings made public by the F.B.I., bringing together systems of industry, belief, and 
communication in search of ghosts lurking in the decay and resurrection of audio-visual media.

“Look out the window. And doesn’t it remind you of when you’re in the boat and then later that 
night you’re lying, looking up at the ceiling, and the water in your head was not dissimilar from the 
landscape. And you think to yourself, ‘Why is it that the landscape is moving, but the boat is still?’”
 - Crispin Glover, Dead Man (1996. dir. Jim Jarmusch)

“I read where Chaplin was asked why he never used a close up in his films and his answer was 
‘because there’s just nothing funny about a face 15 feet high.’ Obviously, a face 15 feet high is not a 
face, but Mount Rushmore. A face 15 feet high is a landscape. That’s obviously no big thing - every 
film does that. But for me it probably was. I wanted to deal with what did close up mean? Close 
up meant: the method of a detective story. You have to look closely at the facts. You have to pay 
attention to details. And if I could call a close up a detective story, I can probably call a landscape a 
kind of travel guide.”
 - Vito Acconci

ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE





for days on end I fall asleep

the sea’s rotten mouth is a syringe
                the shutter stays open
                and the mic stays on

when I wake the dark dreams continue
just this flow, slow flowering
Tiresias’s mouthful of blood

for what    
               blind

see how the darkness looks
                residue of the world

the darkness looks

and then we (again)
               will talk about dreaming

Jennie Neighbors





TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN,

if you turn away, your eye
turns inward to a darker place
so you look
and wait for the end so you can do something else
and forget 

the eye grazes like an animal
not free to choose its own death

at one point, a long time ago
we could’ve asked 
what is redemption
now we are free not to

Jennie Neighbors



There’s an unbridgeable void
in the face-to-face, we cross it

every day. We call it, like detectives,
the “face of the earth” to honor

our distant intimacy, our inescapable reliance
and responsibility, tracks left by a thief.

That my little dog looks at me tells
me it’s too late to deny the climate,
to shirk the pull, to impose another

meaning – we cannot call it “authentic,”
because it is under our feet, allows us

to “call” at all, outward, toward another,
oceanic and away, yet right under my skin.

Suddenly, the “human” becomes something
so much more diverse—since we cannot reckon it,
the word fills with flora and fauna, rock and
mineral, the min-e-real…the substance that flows
through my veins flows through stars, will be
stars again. The dead end to power, system, code—
only a trace on the lens, the iron particulate,

The ones and zeros. Ones over zeros in an impossible
signification of wonder, the repetition of coming
to terms. Drops and flares betray this other, this
person, a distant echo right up in my face. 
A demand even through a screen whose lifting
erases nothing, makes nothing impossible.

Grant Jenkins



It may concern every whom, this unmaking
from station-to-station, the song of a voice.

A face 15 ft. high, a face twisted by tumors,
A face animal, a rock face – all are still faces

Fixing my freedom, here, now. Pinning me against
the wrenching and unreadable script, a ship, a shape

Unmade by geological forces, faces copy and disseminate
But never betray the trace of a person inside the quote,

Beside me there shall be all others. Un-ecstatic, fleeing
Geo-metry, a planet that cannot be measured

Only in measure does the image finally “make”
sense, like the chorus of the monolith, odyssey

that never returns to the origin, a fiction—only
reiterations of reiterations, a righteous vulnerability

Back to what matters, what we project, what you 
demand in the curl of the voice. There is nothing 

Outside that. Outside sense but only through senses,
the kind of heat you can never wash off.

If it is true we must drill, burn, dig these things,
we slit our own throats, one another, we surely.

Grant Jenkins



Offsh

basic plan of being
 a submersible
 a creature under the mild moon
 seabird seabird

I’ve been part of deep ocean
viscid waves covering and uncovering 
my lolling body
  my vegetated tongue 
  against the roof

you too, you too, 
torque bucket

The nicest thing you said
was that I was a bespoke person 
safe, modern, professional

innovative though small
a crouching jack pine
with my twisted fascicles of two
  needle-like arms 
I’ve never been this far south

challenges of remote 
  burial

When we got down here by the vent
we were covered with bacteria and petroleum 
Admittedly a long way from lamb-frolic and the dust 
of animal feces under our nails. We breathed easier, 
via trenching

Here’s a hot stab for you. Here’s a curl, a tail, 
your little soul building its bespoke shell

David Goldstein





Thank God, you know.
It was only along the surface.
Just a centimeter. Less, a micron.
Just a membrane, a skin,
like you or me or a Shetland pony.
It dispersed so quickly, it was just natural.
It was like the way we disperse
after dropping off our kids.
Just like a drop of oil disperses
over a hot cast iron pan, naturally,
with only a little bit of that burnt smell.
The way seabirds disperse when their wings
are operating perfectly, as they will,
high in the sky in their v’s or clouds of wing

“rapidly dispersed naturally”
                 —BP spokesperson

or whatever shapes they take, just like your
ashes scattering as they will someday,
or your body parcelling itself out to earthworms,
dispersing naturally, rapidly, according
to the temporality of necessity 
of movement and death, of having to make 
room among rocks and stones, of the afterimage
of a body dispersing, a slick, a spill, a spreading
out across the waters, just naturally, just the way
you come to rest and spread your fingers
out over the sheets in which you are about
to wrap yourself, just like this, the sense of touch
dispersing itself along the white sheet, just this

David Goldstein





Border Wait Times

Beginning: Dec. 2009-Jan. 2010 (Location: various, via Columbia, South Carolina)

1. October 28, 2016, 10:10 a.m. (Location: various)
2. October 28, 2016, 7:45-10:10 a.m. (Location: Toronto, Canada)
3. October 31, 2016, 1:40 p.m. (Location: Tulsa, Oklahoma)

End: November 2, 2016, 2:48 p.m. (Location: New Orleans, Louisiana)



  Andrade: no delay
Alarm: 10 min
The color seeps across the surface

like a bell, chiming in the dim of
Brownsville—Gateway: no delay
 light from beneath shade: 10 min

  in the pink feeds back, a crash
  Brownsville—Los Indios: no delay
in the digits, the legs swishing swiftly 

  through morning chill: 11 min
  Brownsville—Veterans International: no delay
  green is sinking, green is delay

no trucks, no water, but
shower water: no delay



Calexico—East: 50 min

a sound of coral, no film,
 fabric on skin: no delay
   Calexico—West: 60 min

child shouting—first: no delay
    Columbus: no delay
 the harsh primary of oily patterns

child shouting—reprise: 10 min
 Del Rio: 30 min
 the mirage shimmying over the hoods,

  air circulation—outdoor: no delay
  Douglas (Raul Hector Castro): 25 min
  rust, blue, black – the spongeoform patterns

 1972 Pontiac exhaust: 10 min
Greeting from child’s classmate: no delay
 Eagle Pass—Bridge II: 16 min

  the patterns, the hills, that same ringing
 Eagle Pass—Bridge I: 13 min
 the wavelets ruled by variables



 dog feces—rubber sole: 12 min
  El Paso—Bridge of the Americas: 40 min
   welling up through the invisible,

Ultraviolet radiation—sun to skin: 23 yrs?
 Fabens—Tornillo: no delay
  alarming, human-like clarion,

 air circulation—toxic dust from heat ducts: 15 min
   Fort Hancock: no delay
a lack of orange, a voice on the line

  Breakfast—cheddar cheese: no delay
Hidalgo/Pharr—Anzalduas International Bridge: 15 min
 if there were oil, if there were cyan

  Breakfast—rye cracker: no delay
   Laredo—Colombia Solidarity: 40 min
    the lack of infiltration, the walling off of

     Breakfast—espresso: 10 min
   Laredo—World Trade Bridge: Commercial only



chemical residue from kitchen counter: 25 min
 slight pink, slight blue, slight 
  Lukeville: no delay
   a turkey buzzard, a stripe 

   Nogales—Mariposa: no delay
  Naco: no delay
Rings, a bass beyond hearing

  Computer keyboard—sound: no delay
    Nogales—Deconcini: 45 min
   Computer keyboard—touch: no delay

 fritter along, the river, the bullet
Otay Mesa: 45 min
  Computer keyboard—visual: 5 sec
 
sun, magenta, awkward yellow
 Progreso—Donna International Bridge: 10 min
   Computer screen: no delay

There is no footing for the pylons, black
  Rio Grande City: no delay
dump truck, Clinton St—sound: no delay



    Roma: no delay
A camper back, a hanging screen, lights
Pulverized dust from renovation: no delay

 San Luis—San Luis II: Update pending

     Your speakers can’t show the pattern

Chorizo burrito at Guacamoles: 2 hr 20 min

  San Ysidro: 75 min
  Red, red, a rust
    Trace metals—mouth: 3 days

Tecate: 30 min
    a blanket echo, brown
the drops ticking away

David Goldstein, Grant Jenkins, Nathan Halverson





Tubarão 

Tubarão discovered 
radicle root
it walks on wings with praying hands.

Combing the underwater fauna 
the scientists were provisionally accepted.
Citizens of Papuasia your presence is requested.

For Casey for Micah
those ambient producers
and when had they been discovered?

Some dozens of new species
understood that Tubarão walked in reveries wings
gamboling almost like the wolves of Ragnarok.

We employ dynamite and cyanide
to the sea benefits nets of cones
the bloody flash through gangly axioms.

The jellied head-foot tolerates brackishness
and flash gives way to polished rods. It is unround but halves 
perfectly or so says the journal of watery weariness.
Boot leg my bilateral symmetry
taunt the kings of Indonesia
while the male half shows its wares before the Cioppino.

The connoisseurs are surprised at the remoteness
and go about distilling their own from eggs of waterbugs.

Known in deep as “simply mint”
they shun entired lands
beneath the navy planet.

O' gracious landscapes
imposing morels forayed eels
stinging at the discovery of some twenty new species.

Chorale societies all singing promiscuously 
on pink rayed reefs. Polyps, clones, 
each other the same genome.



Notice the refuge of marinated loons
and moreover the danger.
Two of note: Wrasstail and Chesspone.

Their discoveries add legend to the zone
which flees for 70 square plus
X-1 formidable miles to the north end of the province.

There waits the shark in shoulder pads 
before she crawls away on wings of relativity
forcing the preacher to forage his own dinner.
How many more were lost at hanging rock?
Your thousand-year archipelago can't hold me
I will simply crawl back from whence I came.

Nathan Halverson



The apogee of death

YES. He’s July!
The brightness of the sun.

He drinks Orvalhar from the mountain 
giving good clean diversion 

to the one of the summer.

The sky protects this small black drift of cloud.
Skull through sun rustic food

ants a multitude.

¡Not one, but seas!
It comes clear  close to him.

It will form his coffin.

Nathan Halverson



Lightning Screws

The eastern section curves away 
opening general movement
payment after long passage
sly catcalls follow.
In each colorful zone 
the mountain the forest
She always hates the smallness
Under active memory 
views fly to compilation
she is the transformational

relationship between interest
and commerce. This one: Good for
writing, that one: Disease strikes later.
But only in the virtual.
The diplomat covers
affirmation and obligation
from constituents to the interior
of the woman Emperor.
We could conserve her phaseless
production or capitulate
like lightning screws producers
or the battery works over
the functional flashlight.

Nathan Halverson



Nathan Halverson is a digital artist and educator whose work, often in sound and video, uses 
elements of field recording, appropriation, and live performance to investigate the intersection of 
sound and image and the acts of hearing and seeing. Nathan received his MFA in Kinetic Imaging 

from Virginia Commonwealth University and teaches at Tulane University in New Orleans.
For more visit: www.nathan-halverson.com
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